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RELATION OF CORN GRADES TO FEED QUALITY
Some 85 to 90 percent of the corn used in this country is used for live-
I
stock feed. This paper provides some measures of the closeness of the
relationship between present corn grades and the values to livestock feeders
of lots of corn having different sets of characteristics. It is important
to study this relationship because, if the relationship is not a close one,
corn grades are failing to accomplish some of the objectives of grades. If
the relationship is not close, present grade descriptions do not enable
feeders to obtain the particular qualities they need, do not result in more
meaningful price quotations to feeders, and do not separate products of low
quality for feeding from those of high quality.
OBJECTIVES
In a study of the grading system for corn, Ladd and Martin proposed
sign-optimality as a criterion for evaluating grading systems. For a given
list of characteristics, a grading system is sign-optimal for a given firm
with respect to that list if it is true for every characteristic on the
list that changing the yield of the characteristic per bushel changes grade
and per unit value to the firm in the same direction. They cited a study
by Knapp of grain-blending activities of a regional grain marketing
cooperative that showed the present corn grading system was not sign-optimal
for that firm. They also presented information on relative importance of
various corn characteristics to country elevators, exporters, millers,
distillers and feed manufacturers to support the hypothesis that it is
impossible to develop a grading system that will be sign-optimal for any
substantial number of firms. They suggested a specified order method of
reporting in which is reported the amounts of all characteristics
measured in grading.
One purpose of this paper is to summarize results of a study that
shows that the present corn-grading system is not sign-optimal for swine
nor cattle feeders. A second purpose is to compare prevailing discounts
on corn with "feed-value discounts" that represent relative values to
feeders of different qualities of corn. Accomplishment of these two
purposes provides evidence in favor of the specified order method of
reporting.
PROCEDURE
Three corn characteristics were chosen for study: test weight (T),
moisture (M), and foreign material (F). Table 1 identifies the 12 corn
qualities studied and reports the U.S. grade of each one. Table 2 presents
a typical schedule of discounts for central Iowa elevators in September of
1978. The last column of Table 1 presents prices per bushel for the 12
types of corn (given a price for No. 2 corn of $2.13 a bushel for corn
obtained by using the discount schedule in Table 2. Prices of soybean ineal
and corn silage were set at $258 per ton and $21,30 per ton, respectively.
Linear programming was used to determine a set of least-cost rations
for one swine-feeding situation and five steer-feeding situations.
Rations were determined for swine weighing 180 pounds. Corn and soy
bean oil meal were the only feeds included. Energy contents of rations were
measured in terms of metabolizable energy. Restrictions were imposed on
metabolizable energy, protein, dry matter, and lysine contents of the ration.
In the steer-feeding study, three initial weights were considered:
400-500 pounds, 700-800 pounds, and 1,000-1,100 pounds. Daily rates of
Table 1. Corn Quality Combinations Studied, Their U.S. Grades and
3
Prices
Corn quality characteristics
Corn
type
T
(test wt)
pounds
M
(moisture)
percent
F
(FM)
percent
U.S.
grade
number
Price
per
'bushel
^111 55.0 14.75 2.5 2 $2.13
*^112 55.0 14.75 4.5 4 $2.11
^121 55.0 18.75 2.5 4 $2,065
^122 55.0 18.75 4.5 4 $2,045
^131 55.0 24.00 2.5 sample $1.95
^132 55.0 24.00 4.5 sample $1.93
^211 50.5 14.75 2.5 4 $2,095
^212 50.5 14.75 4.5 4 $2,075
^221 50.5 18.75 2.5 4 $2.03
S22 50.5 18.75 4.5 4 $2.01
S3I 50.5 24.00 2.5 sample $1,915
^32 50,5 24.00 4.5 sample $1,895
The U.S. grade of each of the quality characteristics used to determine
the final U.S. grade number are: #2 for test weight of 55.0 lbs, //4 for test
weight of 50.5, #2 for 14.75% moisture, /M for 18.75% moisture, sample grade
for 24.00% moisture, //2 for 2.5% foreign material, and /M for 4.5% foreign
material.
Table 2, Typical Corn Quality Discounts, Central Iowa, September 1978
Quality factor
Test weight
Moisture
Foreign material
Discount rate
IC per bushel per pound below 54 lb/bushel
2o per 1% of moisture in excess of 15.5%
up to 23%
3<: per 1% of moisture in excess of 23.0%
lO over 3.0% and less than 4.0%
2<: over 4.0% and less than 5.0%
2o for each additional 1% or fraction thereof
in excess of 5.0%
gain of 2.5 and 3.0 pounds were specified for the 450 and 1,050 pound
steers, and a daily rate of gain of 3,0 pounds for the 750 pound steers.
Feedstuffs included were corn, corn silage and soybean meal. Energy
contents of feeds were measured in terms of net energy for maintenance
and net energy for gain. Restrictions were imposed on the dry matter,
roughage, protein, net energy for maintenance, and net energy for gain
contents of the ration. A programming model developed by Brokken for
using net energy restrictions in ration formulation was used.
In each of the 6 feeding situations, 12 linear programs were solved:
one for each corn quality listed in Table 1.
In each of the six situations, it was assumed that the rations formu
lated by linear programming would need to be supplemented by minerals and
vitamins, but the cost of the supplement would be the same for each of the
12 programmed rations. It was also assumed that the foreign material would
provide no nutrition, but would only contribute dry matter to the ration.
This was done because we assumed foreign material would be dust, dirt and
stones, or indigestible weed seeds.
In each program it was assumed that the feeder had on hand enough of
one quality of corn to feed the animals on hand. The feeder could feed
the corn on hand. Or he could sell it at the price shown in Table 1 and
buy corn of another quality at the price shown in Table 1 to use for feed.
If corn on hand was fed, that part of the ration-cost measuring corn cost
was the opportunity cost of the corn fed. In considering whether to sell
the corn on hand and buy another quality of corn, the question arises
Given the price of the corn on hand, what is the maximum price the feeder
can afford to pay for another quality of corn without raising the ration
cost above the minimum ration cost obtained by using the corn on hand?" To
answer this question, the price for the particular quality of corn on hand
was the, price shown in Table 1. Prices of all other qualities of corn were
set at $100 so that the corn on hand was forced into the solution.
Shadow prices for other corn qualities were used to determine the
maximum prices he could afford to pay for the other qualities of corn if he
sold the corn on hand and purchased corn of another quality. The price
determined was the maximum price in this sense. If he sold the corn on hand
and purchased corn of another quality to feed, and if he paid this maximum
price for the purchased corn, his ration cost would be the same as it would
have been if he had fed the corn on hand. If the feeder paid a lower price
than the maximum price for the purchased corn, the ration cost would be less
than the ration cost using the corn on hand. The maximum price was deter
mined from the following algebra. Let be the minimum value of the
objective function attained by feeding corn that was on hand, and let c^
be the price of the j-th quality of corn. If = 0 (as it was for any
corn priced at $100), then the criterion element for corn quality j is
positive. The value of the criterion element can be expressed as ~ ^j) ^ 0
or as RC. > 0 (RC. = reduced cost for corn j). The value of the criterion
3 3 ^
element equals the change in the value of the objective function that results
if X. is forced into the solution. That is,
3
(1) dG^/dx. =-(z.-c.)=RC. >0
0 J 3 2 J
What is wanted is a value of cl such that RCl = 0, that is
J J
C2) dG_/dx. = -(z. - c!) = RC! = 0
0 3 3 3 3
Subtracting (2) from (1) and rearranging terms yields the desired value of
cI
3
Table 3. c.' Values
3
For Various Corn Types In Swine Program If Corn Type
Hand
Activity
(corn type)
Input cost.
(Cj) ^
$/bushel
Reduced cost.
RC. ^
J
$/bushel
c.* value
J
$/bushel
^111 100.00000 97.83804 2.16
^112 2.11000 0.00000 2.11
\
^121 100.00000 97.94196 2.06 ^
^122 100.00000 97.99392 2.01
^131 100.00000 98.08047 1.92
^132 100.00000 98.13243 1.89
Sll 100.00000 98.04681 1.95
*^212 100.00000 98.11737 1.88
^21 100.00000 98.15705 1.84
^222 100.00000 98.20901 1.79
*^231 100.00000 98.29626 1.70
^232 100.00000 98.34822 1.65
(3) cl = c. - RC.
3 3 2
In swine-feeding problem corn type ^^^,2 hand. Its price
was $2.11 per bushel, as shown in Table 1, Prices assigned each corn type
in this problem are shown in the first column of Table 3. The second
column shows the values of RC^ from the computer print-out. The third
column shows the values of the maximum prices the feeder could afford to
pay for other qualities of corn. If the feeder had corn type hand,
he could sell it for $2.11 and buy corn type ^232* example, for $1'.65
and end up with the same ration cost as he would have had if he had fed
the <^orn in a least-cost ration in which he charged himself the $2;11
opportunity cost for using each bushel of corn. Thus, if corn is
worth $2.11 to this swine feeder, corn type is worth $1.65 per bushel.
In each of the six, feeding situations studied, the one of the 12 linear
programs that had the smallest value of also determined the least-cost
ration for a feeder that bought all feed used. This linear program also
provides the values of cj that are appropriate for a feeder buying all
of the corn fed. For the swine feeder, this was program ^^^12*
For a fuller report on procedures and results, see Miller's thesis.
The last column in Table 3 can be interpreted as follows. The swine
feeder has on hand corn type which he can feed to swine at an
opportunity cost of $2.11 per bushel fed. If he can buy corn at
less than $2.16 a bushel, he can reduce his feeding costs (below the
minimum cost attainable by feeding corn) by selling corn and
buying corn. Likewise, if he can buy corn at less than $1.65
a bushel, he can reduce his feeding costs by selling C „ corn and buying
112
'112S32 ^ $2.11 per bushel of C corn, the values per
bushel of other corn types are represented by entries in the last column of
Table 3.
ABSENCE OF SIGN-OPTIMALITY: COMPARISON OF
BREAK-EVEN PRICES c!
J
The last column of Table 3 presents values of cl for program SC--„.
Table 4 presents values of cj for all swine programs. Tables 5, 6 and 7
present values of c! for three steer feeding situations. Values of cl for
J J
the other two steer feeding situations are not presented because their
values of c^ were close to those in Table 7.
The present corn grades are not sign-optimal for any of the 12 swine
feeding conditions nor for any of the 60 steer feeding conditions.
In the last column of Table 3, which is repeated in the second column
of Table 4, corn types and ^^^2 which are sample grade corn)
are worth more per bushel than corn types ^221* *^222
which are U.S. no. 4 corn). In the other 11 swine feeding solutions,, the
value of a bushel of corn exceeded the value of a bushel of
^221 ^222* value of corn exceeded the value ^^ '^ 221
^222 ^ problems, the value of one type of no. 4 corn
(C^-,«) exceeded the value of one type of no. 2 corn (C---).
111
In every one of the 60 linear programs for cattle feeding, the per
bushel value of sample grade corn) exceeded the per bushel values
^212* ^221 ^222 ^ corn), and the per bushel value of
^132 sample grade corn) exceeded the per bushel value of ^222*
The overlaps between no. 4 corn and no, 2 corn, and between sample
grade corn and no. 4 corn are serious violations of sign-optimality
Table 4. c ' Values For Twelve Different Corn Types Used in Swine
Ration Programs
Activity Corn tvoe on hand in program
(corn type)
C^^2pl21
pl22
^131
pl32
Sl2
p221
p222
p231
232
a
^111 ^112 ^121 ^122 *^131 ^132
2.13^ 2.162 2.099 2.205 2.118 2.235
2.239 2.11-1 2.207 2.152 2.227 2.181
2.096 2.059 2.065^ 2.099 2.083 2.127
2.139 2.006 2.109 2.045^ 2.127 2.231
1.962 1.919 1.93A 1.957 1.95a 1.904
2.007 1.868 - 1.978 1.904 1.995 1.93a
1.969 1.95A 1.939 1.992 1.957 2.019
2.022 1.883 1.992 1.919 2.009 1.946
1.889 1.8A3 1.861 1.879 1.877 1.905
1.93A 1.791 1.905 1.826 1.922 1.851
1.839 1.70A 1.813 1.737 1.829 1.761
1.799 1.652 1.77A 1.684 1.789 1.708
Cash price used in specified program (e.g., $2,065 in
10
Table 4, Continued.
^211 *^212 S2I ^222 *^231 ^232
2.267 2.384 2.289 2.428 2.431 2.482
2.387 2.326 2.409 2.369 2.373 2.422
2.231 2.269 2.253 2.309 2.314 2.362
2.279 2.211 2.302 2.252 2.255 2.302
2.089 2.116 2.109 2.155 2.158 2.203
2.139 2.058 2.159 2.096 2.099 2.143
2.095^ 2.153 2.116 2.192 2.195 2.241
2.154 2.075^ 2.175 2.113 2.117 2.161
2.011 2.032 2.03^"^ 2.069 2.072 2.116
2.061 1.974 2.081 2.01^'^ 2.014 2.056
1.961 1.878 1.979 1.913 1.915a 1.955
1.918 1.821 1.937 1.854 1.857 1.895a
11
Table 5. ' Values For Twelve Different Corn Types Used In Beef
Cattle Ration For Steers Weighing Between 400 And 500
Pounds Gaining 2,5 Pounds A Day
Activity Corn type on hand in program
(corn type)
^111
pll2
h22
pl31
pi32
^212
p221
p222
p231
^232
^111 ^112 ^121 ^122 ^131 ^132
2.13^ 2.619 2.341 2.708 2.395 2.812
1.736 2.11^ 1.901 2.186 1.943 2.268
1.882 2.299 2.065^ 2.383 2.112 2.474
1.626 1.975 1.778 2.045^ 1.819 2.121
1.739 2.122 1.908 2.199 1.95^ 2.284
1.A83 1.798 1.622 1.862 1.657 1.93^
1.772 2.164 ' 1.945 2.243 1.988 2.328
1.498 1.818 1.639 1.882 1.674 1.952
1.662 2.028 1.823 2.102 1.864 2.182
1.401 1.699 1.532 1.759 1.565 1.824
1.333 1.617 1.459 1.674 1.489 1.736
1.257 1.522 1.374 1.576 1.404 1.633
a Cash price used in specified program (e.g., $2,065 in C^^i^
12
Table 5. Continued
^211 *^212 ^221 *^222 ^231 S32
2.526 2.998 2.613 3.113 3.117 3.288
2.045 2.412 2.113 2.502 2.505 2.638
2.226 2.635 2.301 2.735 2.738 2.887
1.914 2.256 1.977 2.339 2.342 2.466
2.056 2.432 2.125 2.524 2.527 2.664
1.743 2.053 1.800 2.128 2.131 2.243
2.095a 2.479 2.166 2.573 2.577 2.716
1.762 2.075a 1.819 2.152 2.155 2.268
1.964 2.323 2.03a 2.411 2.414 2.544
1.6A7 1.939 1.701 2.01a 2.013 2.119
1.568 1.845 1.619 1.912 1.915a 2.016
1.476 1.736 1.524 1.799 1.801 1.895a
13
Table 6. ' Values For Twelve Different Corn Types Used In Beef
Cattle Ration For Steers Weighing Between 400 And 500
Pounds Gaining 3.0 Pounds A Day
Activity corn type on hand in program
(corn type)
^111
pl2
W2I
ri22
hai
^132
^211
p212
p221
p222
^231
232
Sll S12 ^121 ^122 ^131 *^132
2.13^ 2.609 2.341 2.706 2.394 2.809
1.737 2.11a 1.902 2.186 1.944 2.267
1.882 2.298 2.065a 2.382 2.112 2.473
1.627 1.975 1.781 2.045a 1.819 2.121
1.739 2.122 1.908 2.199 1.95a 2.283
1.483 1.798 1.623 1.862 1.658 i.93a
1.772 2.163 1.945 2.242 1.988 2.327
1.498 1.818 1.639 1.883 1.675 1.952
1.662 2.027 1.823 2.102 1.864 2.181
1.402 1.699 1.532 1.759 1.566 1.824
1.334 1.617 1.459 1.675 1.491 1.736
1.258 1.523 1.375 1.576 1.404 1.634
^Cash price used in specified program (e.g., $2,065 in
14
Table 6. Continued
^211 ^212 ^221
r
222 ^231
c
^232
2.526 2.996 2.613 3.109 3.115 3.285
2.0A6 2.412 2.114 2.501 2.504 2.637
2.226 2.634 2.301 2.733 2.787 2.885
1.915 2.256 1.973 2.339 2.342 2.466
2.056 2.431 2.125 2.522 2.526 2.662
1.744 2.052 1.800 2.128 2.131 2.242
2.095a 2.479 2.166 2.572 2.575 2.714
1.763 2.075a 1.819 2.152 2.155 2.268
1.964 2.322 2.03a 2.409 2.413 2.548
1.648 1.939 1.702 2.Ola 2,013 2.119
1.568 1.845 1.619 1.930 1.915a 2.016
1.477 1.736 l."525 1.799 1.802 1.895a
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Table 7. * Values For Twelve Different Corn Types Used In Beef
Cattle Ration For Steers Weighing Between 1000 And 1100
Pounds Gaining 2,5 Pounds Per Day
Activity
(corn type)
:ii2
:i2i
:i22
:i3i
:i32
:2ii
:2i2
:22i
:222
:23i
'232
Corn type on hand in program
*^111 ^112 ^121 ^122 *^131 •^132
2.13a 2.551 2.319 2.646 2.381 2.745
1.786 2.11a 1.932 2.183 1.972 2.259
1.902 2.266 2.065a 2.348 2.111 2.434
1.675 1.978 1.811 2.04'5a 1.849 2.117
1.758 2.093 1.909 2.169 1.95a 2.248
1.532 1.805 1.655 1.866 1.689 l-.93a
1.781 2.133 1.945 2.209 1.988 2.291
1.550 1.827 1.675 1.889 1.709 1.954
1.681 2.000 1.825 2.073 1.865 2.148
1.455 1.713 1.571 1.769 1.603 1.831
1.383 1.629 1.A94 1.684 1.524 1.741
1.310 1.539 1.414 1.591 1.442 1.644
^Cash price used in specified program (e.g., $2,065 in ^^21)
16
Table 7. Continued
^211 ^212 ^221 ^222 ^231 ^232
2.504 2.929 2.590 3.038 3.045 3.208
2.075 2.402 2.139 2.486 2.491 2.627
2.226 2.593 2.299 2.687 2.693 2.834
1.944 2.249 2.005 2.327 2.332 2.459
2.056 2.394 2.124 2.481 2.486 2.616
1.775 2.049 1.829 2.121 2.125 2.231
2.095a 2.441 2.165 2.529 2.534 2.669
1.796 2.075a 1.852 2.147 2.151 2.259
1.966 2.288 2.03a 2.371 2.376 2.499
1.684 1.944 1.736 2.01a 2.014 2.114
1.602 1.849 1.661 1.912 1.915a 2.011
1.514 1.744 1.559 1.813 1.807 1.895a
17
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because these are not even adjacent grades. There is a no. 3 grade
between no, 2 and 4, and a no. 5 between no. 4 and sample grades.
Worth noting is the wide range in values of corns of the same grade.
In Table 3, the value per bushel of no. 4 corn varies by 18 percent: from
$1,79 to $2.11. The value per bushel of sample grade corn in Table 3
varies by 16 percent: from $1.65 to $1,92.- Corn having a per bushel
value between $1,79 and $1.92 may be no, 4, no. 5, or sample grade corn.
The tables also show that for a given quality of corn on hand, the
values of other qualities depend upon whether they are to be used for
swine or cattle feeding. If corn is on hand, for example, is
worth $2.01 per bushel to a swine feeder but only about $1,50 to a steer
feeder, and ^2X1 worth $1.97 per bushel to a swine feeder but only
$1.77 to a steer feeder.
IMPLIED PRICE DISCOUNTS
To determine price discounts implied by the least-cost rations, values
of AcI/AX were computed, where Acl was the difference between values of c!
J J 3
in one solution for two corn types that differed in only one characteristic,
and AX was the difference in the value of that characteristic. Using the
data in Table 3, for example, C^^^ and C^^^ differ by 2 percentage points
in moisture content. The difference between their values of cl is 5C, so
3
Ac'/AX = 5<:/2 lb = 2.5c/lb. Table 8 summarizes values of AcI/AX computed
from swine feeding programs SC^^2 ^^232' programs in
which corn types ^232' ^^spectively, were on hand. Tables 9, 10
and 11 present some implied discounts from three of the steer feeding
situations. Because the values in Tables 5 and 6 are within a penny of
each other, discounts computed for feeding 400-500 pound steers to gain
19
3 pounds per day are all within one cent of the discounts in Table 9. And,
because the values of c! in the solutions for 1,000 - 1,100 pound steers
> I [ . j
gaining 3 pounds a day are within a cent of the values of c^ in Table 7, their
implied discounts would be within one cent of those in Table 11.
Table 8 shows that the implied discounts for the swine feeder are
affected little by the type of corn on hand or by the pair of corn types
used in the comparison. Tables 9, 10 and 11, in contrast, show that implicit
discounts for steer feeding are affected by corn type on hand and on pair
of corn types considered. If is on hand, the discounts are about 45
percent larger than if is on hand.
In Tables 9, 10, and 11 the test weight discounts are much larger for
pairs and and for and they are for the other pairs.
These results suggest that the combination of low foreign material (2.5%)
with low moisture (14.75%) or with high moisture (24%) leads to relatively
large implicit discounts for test weight.
The large foreign material discount for pair and the
small discount for pair ai^d suggest that the ratio of test weight
to moisture content exerts a positive influence on foreign material discount.
For pair and this ratio is 55.0/14.75 = 3.7. For pair and
^232 ratio is 50.5/24.0 = 2.1.
Professor Jurgens (the animal nutritionist who helped to formulate the
linear programs) has hypothesized that the large discounts for foreign
material in the steer programs are correct and the discounts for foreign
material in the swine programs are too small. He hypothesizes this because
of the different measures that were used for energy requirements and energy
contents of feeds. In the programs for swine, metabolizable energy was the
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Table 9. Implicit Price Discounts Obtained From Values of c^ For Corn
Types Differing In One Characteristic, Computed From Programs.
CC121 And ^^232 Steers Weighing 400-500 Pounds Gaining 2.5
Pounds Per Day
Corn types
compared
Characteristic
(X)
Program
Ac/Ax
Program ^^2-^2
^lir'^211 T 8.8c/lb. 12.70/lb.-
'^ 112"'^ 212 T 5.St/lb. 8.20/lb.
^12l"^221 T 5.4<:/lb. 7.60/lb.
C —C
122 222
T 5.5C/Ib. 7.7o/lb.
^131~^231 T lO.Oo/lb. 14.3o/lb.
r —c
132 "^232 T 5.5C/Ib. 7.7o/lb.
Mean T 6.so/lb. 9.70/lb.
^lir^l21 M 6,9c/% pt. 10.00/% pt.
'^ 112"'^ 122 M 3.1<:/% pt. 4.3c/% pt.
'^ 12l"^131 M 3.0<:/% pt. 4.2o/% pt.
'^ 122~^132 M 3.0c/% pt. 4.2o/% pt.
C —C
211 ^221 M 3.10/% pt. 4.30/% pt.
P —C
212 ^222 M 2.7(?/% pt. 3.7c/% pt.
r —r
221 231
M 6.90/% pt. lO.lc/% pt.
r —r
222 ^232 M 3.0(?/% pt. 4.3o/% pt.
^lir^l31 M 4.70/% pt. 6.7o/% pt.
'^ 112~^132 M 3.00/% pt. 4.3o/% pt.
^2ll"'^231 M 5.20/% pt. 7.60/% pt.
r —r
212 ^232 M 2.9c/% pt. 4.00/% pt.
Mean 4.00/% pt. 5.60/% pt.
Sir'^112 F 22.00/% pt. 32.5o/% pt.
21
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Table 9. Continued.
Corn types
compared
Characteristic
Cx)
AcI/Ax
J,
Program CC^^^ Program ^^232
^12l"^122 F 14.4(?/% pt. 21.00/% pt.
'^13r'^132 F 14.3c/% pt. 21.00/% pt.
'^2ir^212 F 15.3c/% pt. llMIt pt.
r —r
221 "^222 F 14.6c/% pt. 21,2o/% pt.
'^ 231~^232 F 4.2c/% pt. 6.0o/% pt.
Mean F 14.1c/% pt. pt.
Table 10, Implicit Price Discounts Obtained From Values of c! For Corn
Types Differing in One Characteristic, Computed From Programs
CC121 And CC232 1
3 Pounds Per Day
^^2,21 ^^232 Steers Weighing 700-800 Pounds Gaining
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Corn types
compared
Characteristic
(X)
Ac'/Ax
Program CC^^^ .Program ^^232
^lll"^211 T 8.3c/lb. 13.1«?/lb.
^112"^212 T 5.7c/lb. 7.9C/Ib.
^121~^221 T 5.3(?/lb. 7.4c/lb.
*^122^^222 T 5.3p/lb. 7.40/lb.
r —r
131 231
T 9.2o/lb. 13.40/lb.
r —r
132 232
T 5.4c/lb. 7.4c/lb.
Mean T 6.50/lb. 9.4o/lb.
M 6.3<:/% pt. 9.3o/% pt.
r —c
112 122
M 3.0<:/% pt. 4.2<?/% pt.
M 3.0<;:/% pt. 4.1c/% pt.
r —r
122 ^132 M 3.0c/% pt. 4.20/% pt.
^21l"^221 M 3.00/% pt. 2.9<i/% pt.
r -r
^212 "^222 M 2.6c/% pt. 3.60/% pt.
^22l"^231 M 6.3c/% pt. 9.3c/% pt.
C -C
222 232
M 3.00/% pt. 4.2c/% pt.
^iii'^^iai M 4.4c/% pt. 6.4(?/% pt.
^112"^132 M 3.0c/% pt. 4.2c/% pt.
'^2irS31 M 4.8c/% pt. 6.5c/% pt.
^212~^232 M 2.8c/% pt. 3.9?/% pt.
Mean M 3,8(?/% pt. 5.2<:/% pt.
^lll"^112 F 19.1c/% pt. 29.2c/% pt.
'^ 121~^122 F 12.6c/% pt. 19.0^/% pt.
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Table 10. Continued.
Corn types
compared
Characteristic
(X)
Program CC^^i
Ac^/Ax
Program
r —C
131 ^132 F 12.6c/% pt. 19.1c/% pt.
^211~^212 F 13.5c/% pt. 17.7(?/% pt.
r —r
221^222 F 12.6o/% pt. 19.1c/% pt.
'^ 23l"^232 F A.00/% pt. 5.7c/% pt.
Mean F 12.4c/% pt. 18,3<:/% pt.
Table 11. Implicit Price Discounts Obtained From Values of cl For Corn
3
Types Differing In One Characteristic, Computed From Programs
CC^2i ^232 Steers Weighing 1000-1100 Pounds Gaining
2,5 Pounds Per Day
Corn types,
compared
Characteristic
(X)
Ac I/Ax
Program CC^^i ^ Program CC222
^iirSii T 8.3<:/lb. 12.0c:/lb.
'^ 112"'^ 212 T 5.7c/lb. 8.2<:/lb.
^12l"S21 T 5.3<:/lb. 7.4<:/lb.
r —r
122 "^222 T 5.3<:/lb. 7.7C/Ib.
r -c
131 ^231 T 9.2c/lb. 13.4<?/lb.
^132"^232 T 5.30/lb. 7.5(?/lb.
Mean T 6.5c/lb. 9.4<?/lb.
^lll"^121 M 6.4o/% pt. 9.4(?/% pt.
'^ 112"^122 M 3.0c/% pt. 4.2c/% pt.
^121"'^ 131 M 3.0p/% pt. 4.2o/% pt.
c —r
122 132
M 3.0o/% pt. 4.3c/% pt.
^21l"^221 M 3.0o/% pt. 4.20/% pt.
r —r
212 "^222 "M 2.6(?/% pt. 3.6<:/% pt.
S21~^231 M 6.30/% pt. 9.3c/% pt.
r -p
222 ^232
. M 3.00/% pt. 4.20/% pt.
M 4.4o/% pt. 6.40/% pt.
hl2~^132 M 3.0c/% pt. 4.3<?/% pt.
M 4.9c/% pt. 7.1c/% pt.
c —r
212 232 M 2.8<?/% pt. 3.3?/% pt.
Mean M 3.8<:/% pt. 5.40/% pt.
F 19.4c/% pt. 29.1c/% pt.
25
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Table 11. Continued
Corn types
compared
Characteristic
(X)
Program CC^^j
Ac I/Ax
^ Program
^121~^122 F 12.7c/% pt. 18.8c/% pt.
^13l"*^132 F 12.7c/% pt. 19.2c/% pt.
^211~^212 F 13.5c/% pt. 20.50/% pt.
^221~'^ 222 F 12.70/% pt. 19.2c/% pt.
r —r
231 232
F 4.0c/% pt. 5.8<:/% pt.
Mean F 12.5c/% pt. 18.8c/% pt.
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measure used whereas in the programs for steers, net energy was used. And
net energy provides a more reliable basis for measuring energy contents and
energy requirements than does metabolizable energy. Net energy data for
cattle have been published whereas net energy data for swine have not been
published,
SUMMARY
The results show (a) that the present corn grades are not sign optimal
for feeders, (b) that the range of money values of corn of one grade is
large, and (c) that different discounts are appropriate for swine and
cattle feeders. All three of these results argue in favor of replacing the
present system with a specified order method of reporting.
Comparison of implicit discounts shows: (a) actual test weight
discounts are too small for swine and cattle feeding, (b) actual moisture
discount is about right for swine and somewhat small for cattle, (c) foreign
material discount is somewhat too small for swine feeding and much too
small for cattle feeding.
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